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Thomas Homberg steps down from his responsibilities for health reason

Thomas Homberg steps down from his responsibilities as Managing Director of MBDA Deutschland GmbH
and Executive Group Director Improvement, for health reasons. Siegfried Bücheler, Thomas’s Deputy, who
has been part of the management team of MBDA Deutschland for many years, will be acting on Thomas’s
behalf, until the formal nomination of Thomas’s successor is announced.
Antoine Bouvier, CEO of MBDA said: „This was a difficult decision for Thomas to take, but he considers it
unavoidable. I regret, but respect, his decision. Under Thomas’s leadership, MBDA Deutschland has raised
its profile in Germany and across export markets; secured TLVS down selection; and delivered a number of
key milestones on important programs. I would like to sincerely thank Thomas for his personal contribution
to the success of MBDA, his energy and his dedication.”

Note to editors:
MBDA Deutschland is a leader in the development and production of air defence and guided missile
systems for the German Army, Navy and Air Force. The company possesses production and management
experience from over 50 years of industrial participation in national and international air defence and guided
missile programmes. These include the ground-based MEADS tactical air defence system as well as
Patriot, the Rolling Air Frame Missile (RAM) and Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM) for naval
deployment, the Meteor and TAURUS missiles, developed in European cooperation, for airborne forces,
and the MILAN and the PARS 3 LR helicopter armament for ground forces.
MBDA Deutschland is a part of the European MBDA group. The company operates sites in
Schrobenhausen, Ulm and Aschau am Inn. MBDA is a joint undertaking of the Airbus Group (37.5%), BAE
Systems (37.5%) and Leonardo -Finmeccanica (25%).
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